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Twenty years ago, I entered the world of telecommunications law and policy. In 1996, I joined the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division as senior counsel to Assistant Attorney General Joel Klein. In that role, I focused on what was then a—if not, the—central issue in telecommunications policy: how to evaluate the prospective entry of the local Bell Companies into long distance markets. Because the Justice Department had played an essential role in overseeing the AT&T consent decree, which restricted the Bell Companies to providing local telephone service, it was afforded the right to weigh in on Bell Company applications to long distance under “any standard the Attorney General considers appropriate.” At the Justice Department, we implemented that mandate by developing a standard that conditioned Bell entry into long distance on a showing that local markets were “irreversibly opened to competition.”

From today’s standpoint, it is easy to forget that the Telecommunications Act of 1996 was passed in considerable part to remove the then-formidable barriers between local and long distance providers. As a result, market-opening processes, which enabled entry into local markets and Bell Company entry into long distance, were at the very heart of the Act, including a now forgotten “fourteen-point checklist.” To implement these measures, the Act relied on a cooperative federalism regulatory regime that ended the legacy of the rigid “dual federalism” regime that held sway under the Communications Act of 1934. In line with the cooperative
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federalism model, the Federal Communications Commission smartly enlisted state public utility commissions to develop factual records and judgments (on compliance with the fourteen-point checklist, among other things), leveraging their capabilities to make the process more manageable.8

From the vantage point of twenty years later, Bell Company entry into long distance is a foreign concept to those who no longer think of telecommunications markets in terms of local or long distance services or even think of any of today’s providers as Bell Companies. There are, nonetheless, three lessons that can be learned from the experience of the Telecom Act’s Bell entry provisions. First, we should recognize that, for future reforms of the Communications Act, the model of a broad standard grounded in economics (such as the one used by the Justice Department in evaluating Bell entry) provides for a more effective model of regulatory oversight than relying on specific statutory criteria like the fourteen-point checklist. Notably, with technology changing so quickly in this area, any specific criteria risk becoming outdated and, worse yet, hindering sound competition policy. Second, the development of flexible institutional arrangements, such as the cooperative federalism model of working with the states to implement Section 271, needs to be a priority for telecommunications policy going forward.9 And, finally, as the overshadowing of the once-central Section 271 demonstrates, humility is a central value in developing regulatory strategies for a fast-changing industry.10

10. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 9, at 386-88.